UNIVERSAL DESIGN, ENVIRONMENTAL MODIFICATIONS, MOBILITY EQUIPMENT AND SMART TECHNOLOGY THAT ENHANCE INDEPENDENCE, SAFETY AND YOUR QUALITY OF LIFE

BEHAVIORAL ANALYST

Focused on teaching others how to collect data to create a therapeutic environment, behavior analysts write reports and implement plans to improve support programs. They teach support professionals, parents, and teachers different ways to implement behavior support plans, procedures, and skills.
Returning home following brain injury – regardless of severity – can be complex. It is often emotional, exciting, overwhelming, and exhausting for both the individual and their family. Most individuals are very happy to come home after rehabilitation; not only is home a safe and secure place but also is often perceived as a place where one will find one’s old self. Friends and family are happy, as well, but after a period of welcoming they may return to their old routines of school, work, and leisure activities.
THE EVER GROWING WORLD OF APPS

- Alarmed
- Answers: YesNo
- Brain HQ
- Brainscape – Smart Flashcards
- Brain Synch
- Breath2Relax
- Clear Record Premium
- Constant Therapy
- Cozi Family Organizer
- EverNote
- Find my iPhone
- In Case of Emergency
- Lumosity
- Productive Habits and Daily Goals Tracker
- Visual Schedule Planner
- Flashcards Delux
- Dragon Dictation
- Dragon Mobile Assistant
- Social Skills
- Space Retrieval TherAppy
- Type’n Talk
- WeFeel
VOICEITT – BETA TESTING HERE IN NORTH DAKOTA
ACCESSIBLE – YES…BUT ONE SIZE DOESN’T FIT ALL

ACCESSIBLE DESIGN
ACCESSIBLE DESIGN – REALLY????
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BUT WAIT – THERE’S MORE
SOLUTIONS

WHICH WOULD YOU PREFER?
MORE BATHROOM SOLUTIONS

SOLUTIONS
GOOD-BYE TP

Ask me about my butthole.

Dear Friend
We need to talk...
COMING SOON

MORE SOLUTIONS THAT MAKE LIFE EASIER
CATCHING THOSE ZZZZZZZZZZ
& MOVING UP
SOLUTIONS

Serena Circadian Lighting – Bringing a sleep/wake rhythm to those with cognitive decline.

Vayyar – Walabot a non-intrusive way to detect falls and alert for an appropriate response.
THERE ARE THE TRIED AND TRUE FAVORITES

DON’T SETTLE… SMASH THE BARRIERS! THINK SOLUTIONS!!!!
AND DON’T FORGET THE KIDS

WHAT ARE YOU THINKING?

ALWAYS THINK SOLUTIONS

THE GREATEST BARRIER IS WHEN PEOPLE CAN’T SEE HUMAN POTENTIAL!
THERE'S A REASON
I'M STILL ALIVE

DON'T JUST SETTLE – GO FOR EXTRAORDINARY
SCOTT BERNSTEIN
701-428-2255
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!

ANY QUESTIONS?